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"Those who control the present, control the past and those who control the past control the future."
- George Orwell, 1984
Introduction

Scientists have been telling us for decades that the North American way of life is unsustainable and impossible to maintain from an environmental perspective. While this reality is known by most, the "environmental problem" is continuously being sacrificed in the name of economic growth and "development". Even the very scientists that are warning us of the environmental unsustainability of our way of life are unable to act in a way that respect their own conclusions. As a climatologist interviewed by Bruno Latour rightfully states:

"But in practice, I am a [climato]-sceptic nonetheless, since, from the fully objective knowledge I contribute to producing, I do nothing to protect my two kids from what is coming. This is the terrible quandary in which we find ourselves: being either one of those who deny that there is a threat, or one of those who, knowing full well the extent of the threat, do nothing to meet it."³

This reality, coupled with the fact that, according to NASA, “ninety-seven percent of climate scientists agree that climate-warming trends over the past century are very likely due to human activities”, tend to indicate that failure to fully incorporate the “environmental problem” in our North American societies is not a result of lack of facts or scientific consensus. More likely, the reason behind our lack of action is of an ontological nature: our worldview prevents us to fully accept the social implications of the “environmental problem”. The following text argues that North American high school history education participates in the creation of ontological views that prevents the understanding and incorporation of the “environmental problem”. The following text argues that North American high school history education participates in the creation of ontological views that prevents the understanding and incorporation of the “environmental problem” within our understanding of the world. Indeed, high school history education does not merely observe the past, it creates a past. This created past serves to give inherent value to key concepts such as “economic growth”, “development”, “property”, “rationality” and “science”. As a result those concepts seems "undeniable, immune to revision and located [...] outside society and politics”⁵

---

1 I want to than the organization Avocats sans frontières. The work that I have completed for them during the summer of 2014 inspired me to address this problem. Indeed, during my internship with Avocats sans frontières, I was asked to help one of the member prepare a conference on the duty to remember. It was during this research that I understood the true impact of historical narratives in our ontological views of the world.


thereby hiding their true nature as mere social constructions. Those concepts are, in turn, redefined and used to justify our current political and economic system. In short, high school history education in North America serves to justify our current social organisation by transforming History into a particular narrative; a neo-liberal narrative\textsuperscript{6} full of myths, biased imageries and untold truths that not only shape our ontological view of the world but also presents economic development as the teleological, undeniable goal of “human civilisation”.

This paper aims to deconstruct the narrative by underlining two of its characteristics that are problematic from an ecological perspective: its use and definition of “rationality” and “science” and its view of “economic growth” and “development”. After first identifying the myths being used in order to promote these concepts, this paper will demonstrate how far-reaching the implications of those myths truly are by identifying their influences within our own legal thoughts and judicial systems particularly in aboriginal law and human rights. Finally, it will underline how those myths and this narrative are preventing the adoption of environmental policies. For the purpose of this short paper, two high school history manuals have been analyzed: Legacy: the West and the World\textsuperscript{7}, which is a ministry approved manual in Ontario and World History: Patterns of Interaction\textsuperscript{8} which was one of the most used manual in the United States in 2004.\textsuperscript{9} The paper will also refrain from exploring the 20th century account of history since other authors such as Sundhya Pahuja\textsuperscript{10} and Kenneth Cmiel\textsuperscript{11} can be read in order to understand that this account presents some of the same characteristics.

\textsuperscript{6} The very definition of “neo-liberalism” has been the subject of many debates. For the present paper, neo-liberalism is an ideology that “posits a binary opposition between public power, the State, and private power embodied in "the market"- the former is oppressive, inefficient and should be restrained and limited at all costs, the latter is the fount of individual freedom and wealth maximization and should be expanded into as many spheres of individual and collective life as possible.” Paul O’Connell, “The Death of Socio-Economic Rights” (2011) 74:4 The Modern Law Review at 535.


\textsuperscript{10} Pahuja, supra note 5.

Part I: The narrative's view of science

Science produces knowledge, which is often seen as “objective” and “uncontestable”\textsuperscript{12} in our modern North American societies. This faith toward scientific knowledge and the "Scientific Revolution" is explained by the \textit{neo-liberal narrative} by its commitment to the “scientific method”.\textsuperscript{13} Indeed, the use of this method is often seen as ensuring a production of knowledge, which is (theoretically) free of personal bias.\textsuperscript{14}

It would be quite difficult and unreasonably ambitious for such a short essay to try to give an all-comprising definition of what is “Science”. Yet, this paper does not need to distinguish what “objective science” is, but simply what it isn’t. As such, the faith that the \textit{neo-liberal narrative} holds toward science is explained by its use of the “scientific method”.\textsuperscript{15} For the purpose of paper it is only necessary to determine whether or not the “Science” defined by the \textit{neo-liberal narrative} is being produced by a “scientific method” defined by the \textit{Oxford English Dictionary} as “a method or procedure [...] consisting in systematic observation, measurement, and experiment, and the formulation, testing, and modification of hypotheses”.\textsuperscript{16}

\textsuperscript{13} Legacy, supra note 7 at 73 explains that "the underpinning of the scientific revolution was a new approach to determining "truth". [...] The major revelations in science during the seventeenth century were arrived at through systematic skepticism, experimentation, and reasoning based on observed facts and mathematical laws". Similarly, World History, supra note 8 at 626. The table Changing Idea: Scientific Method : explains that before the Scientific Revolution, "Scholars generally relied on ancient authorities, church teachings, common sense, and reasoning to explain the physical world." After the Revolution: "In time, scholars began to use observation, experimentation, and scientific reasoning to gather knowledge and draw conclusions about the physical world".
\textsuperscript{15} Legacy, supra note 7 at 73 explains that "the underpinning of the scientific revolution was a new approach to determining "truth". [...] The major revelations in science during the seventeenth century were arrived at through systematic skepticism, experimentation, and reasoning based on observed facts and mathematical laws". Similarly, World History, supra note 8 at 626. The table Changing Idea: Scientific Method : explains that before the Scientific Revolution, "Scholars generally relied on ancient authorities, church teachings, common sense, and reasoning to explain the physical world." After the Revolution: "In time, scholars began to use observation, experimentation, and scientific reasoning to gather knowledge and draw conclusions about the physical world".
A. False "scientists" of the "true" Homo sapiens age ("Wise men age")

The narrative explains that at the beginning of the 16th century the world was shocked by what became known as the “Scientific revolution”. Unfortunately, conservative forces such as the Catholic Church and Jesuit Orders, who promoted a medievalist view of knowledge that rested upon superstitious and religious beliefs, tried to stop this revolution. The Church attempted to censor, without success, the discoveries of men of Science such as Copernicus and Galileo who “discovered” that the Sun and not the Earth was at the center of the universe. During this revolution, other men of science such as Hobbes and Locke also tried to contest the concept of “divine right” which legitimated the position of most European monarchies at the time. It is their ideas that incited French and American revolutionaries to take arms against their kings at the end of the 18th century.

While this narrative explains where the idea of a constitutional nation-state came into being, it also has the effect of suggesting that these kinds of political structures are scientifically objective. Indeed, in both manuals, Hobbes and Locke are being presented as being part of the Scientific revolution and are presented under the chapters called “Scientific method and the birth of modern philosophy” and "Enlightenment and Revolution" hereby suggesting that they followed the scientific method. Of course, the development of scientific methods clearly had an influence of new political ideals since it legitimated more secularized and materialistic views of the world. However, not relying on religious or supernatural explanations is, at best, only one characteristic of a scientific analysis.

18 Legacy, supra note 7 at 71-72; World History, supra note 8 at 623.
19 Legacy, supra note 7 at 71; World History, supra note 8 at 624-625.
20 Legacy, supra note 7 at 74; and World History, supra note 8 at 628-629.
21 Legacy, supra note 7 at 171.
22 Ibid at 76.
23 Ibid at 75.
24 World History, supra note 8 chapter 22.
Yet, suggesting that Hobbes and Locke are part of the development of the Scientific method could only be achieved by divorcing Science from the Scientific method. For example, the narrative consider Copernicus as a “scientist” who was part of the “Scientific revolution”. This is a highly questionable choice since he was far from applying anything remotely close to a scientific method. It wasn’t new observations that motivated Copernicus to change the geocentric model of the universe but the fact that he found the geocentric model of the universe of its time too chaotic and esthetically unpleasing. Yet, the neo-liberal narrative continuously refers to him as a scientist while in truth, he merely held an opinion that will be proven as “scientifically right” afterward.

Finally, the analysis of Hobbes and Locke were not even based on factual observation which is one of the first steps of the “scientific method” as recognized by the neo-liberal narrative itself. Both philosophers defended their opinions by what will come to be qualified as the “State of Nature” which is defined as a time that precluded human societies and social organizations. Yet, their view of the “state of nature” wasn’t based upon observation of an actual lack of society but on what they imagined would have happened in such a state. Actually, it is unlikely that the “state of nature” ever existed. Species that precluded Homo sapiens, sub-species of Homo sapiens such as the Neanderthals and primates themselves all enjoyed some form of social

25 Legacy, supra note 7 at 71 explains: “What was new [during the scientific revolution] were the methods and questions that scientists were asking. The scientific mind in the Middle Ages sought answers that would fit preconceived notions about the universe.” and at 73 explains that “the underpinning of the scientific revolution was a new approach to determining “truth”. [...] The major revelations in science during the seventeenth century were arrived at through systematic skepticism, experimentation, and reasoning based on observed facts and mathematical laws” ; Similarly, World History, supra note 8 at 625: “The revolution in scientific thinking that Copernicus, Kepler, and Galileo began eventually developed into a new approach to science called the scientific method. The scientific method is a logical procedure for gathering and testing ideas. It begins with a problem or question arising from an observation. Scientists next form a hypothesis, or unproved assumption. The hypothesis is then tested in an experiment or on the basis of data. In the final step, scientists analyze and interpret their data to reach a new conclusion. That conclusion either confirms or disproves the hypothesis” and at 626, the table Changing Idea: Scientific Method: explains that before the Scientific Revolution, “Scholars generally relied on ancient authorities, church teachings, common sense, and reasoning to explain the physical world.” After the Revolution: "In time, scholars began to use observation, experimentation, and scientific reasoning to gather knowledge and draw conclusions about the physical world".

26 Legacy, supra note 7 at 71. World History, supra note 8 at 624; do not call him a scientist but he is presented as being part of the Scientific Revolution.


28 Legacy, supra note 7 at 73; World History, supra note 8 at 626.

29 Legacy, supra note 7 at 75.
organization.\textsuperscript{30} Even if we understand the “State of Nature” as referring to societies consisting of hunter-gatherers, both Locke and Hobbes presuppositions would still be wrong. Archeological evidence suggests that the nomadic lifestyles in the Paleolithic era were both healthier and easier in terms of survival than the sedentary lifestyles of their Neolithic descendants.\textsuperscript{31} As such, life wasn’t as “short, nasty and brutish” as first imagined by Hobbes. Locke’s imagination didn’t prove to be factually correct either since hunter-gatherers societies didn’t seem to have any conception of a “natural right” to “private property”. Actually, anthropological and archeological evidence tend to demonstrate that those societies tended to hold the territory as “common” and had little conception of “private property” (or of “property” at all).\textsuperscript{32} When they did, this “private” property was still highly dependent upon the will of the group.\textsuperscript{33} As such, Hobbes and Locke’s methods seems to have “sought answers that would fit preconceived notions about the universe”,\textsuperscript{34} a “medieval” practice in the view of the narrative.\textsuperscript{35} Yet, those philosophers assumptions see themselves awarded scientific validity by the neo-liberal narrative. This has far-reaching influences since their perceived “objectivity” can be seen within our North American legal systems.

\textbf{B. Modern influences of those "Wise men"}

Our misplaced trust in the objectivity of Locke and Hobbes’ thoughts sometimes leads us to believe that our society is based upon more “objective” foundations than that of others. For example, the Canadian court system has sometime discarded attempts of aboriginal groups to appeal to mythical imageries to explain how they legitimated their place within a land as a “form of

\begin{enumerate}
\item \textit{Ibid}.
\item \textit{Legacy, supra note 7 at 71}.
\item \textit{Ibid}.
\end{enumerate}
hearsay" of "mythological" nature. Yet, they themselves do not refrain to apply our own mythical view of the past that we apply to other cultures. For example, the trial judge in *Delgamuukw* explained that, in his view, aboriginal life prior to European occupation was "at best, short, nasty and brutish" hinting that they should be gratefully accept the economic development we bring to their land since "The plaintiffs' ancestors had no written language, no horses or wheeled vehicles..."

From an ecological perspective Locke's ideas are the most problematic since they impel us to see natural land and ecosystems in purely economic terms. Indeed, for Locke, the land *needs* to be exploited for it is the *natural right* of its owner to do so and the duty of others to allow the owner to do so. For this author, the protection of individual property is the primary goal of society and of the social contract: "the great and chief end, therefore, of men's uniting into commonwealths and putting themselves under government is the preservation of their property." To question or restrict this "natural right" to property is to question the very foundation of the social contract.

Locke’s views can also be recognized within our North American judicial systems. For example, Canadian judges tend to only see the economic value within land. They often fail to see the inherent value that aboriginal people see in their land by discarding it as a "vast emptiness" and by asking aboriginal people to prove that their ancestors used the land “intensively” in order to claim that it is their land. Moreover, the fifth amendment of the US Constitution protects the right to property, a right that has historically been interpreted as protecting the right of enterprises to be compensated in case of governmental regulatory measures that try to protect the population from risks or costs that have been created by said enterprises or that are necessary to protect the

36 *Delgamuukw v British Columbia*, 1997 3 SCR 1010 at paras 95-98. talking about the trial judge decision in order to condemn his view.
37 *Delgamuukw v British Columbia*, 1991 3 WWR 97 Trial Decision at 8.
38 Ibid at 7-8.
40 Ibid.
41 *Delgamuukw v British Columbia*, 1991 3 WWR 97 Trial Decision at 7.
42 It has been held in *Delgamuukw* (1997) that it is not appropriate for a judge to ask for evidence of "intensive" use of the land. Yet, the Supreme Court has, in effect, held aboriginal groups to such a such a standard before the *Delgamuukw* decision (see *R v Van der Peet*, 1996 2 SCR at para 90) and after it (see dissent of Justices LeBel and Fish JJ. criticizing the majority judgment for holding aboriginal groups to such a standard. (*R v Marsall and R v Bernard*, 2005 SCR 220 at para 140.))
public's interests.\textsuperscript{43} Similarly, the Supreme Court of Canada has recognized the right to be compensated for regulatory measures that amount to a taking even in the absence of any explicitly written constitutional "right to property".\textsuperscript{44}

Not surprisingly this particular reading of the right to property creates significant limits on the ability of the governments to enact environmental regulations not only because they are financially costlier but also because they meet political resistance. To hold the economic exploitation of the land and property as an individual constitutional right is to \textit{reify} it.\textsuperscript{45} As such, environmental regulations are often seen and described in mainstream medias has an infringement on personal freedom because of its impact on personal property,\textsuperscript{46} even if the rationale for those regulations is to protect the right to health, life, security, property and social rights (in the case of aboriginal peoples) of other citizens.

\textbf{C. From “Homo sapiens” to “Homo economicus” - redefining rationality}

Another impact of this biased understanding of Science can be seen in the way North American societies understand mainstream “economic sciences”. In the mainstream media and academic articles, neoclassical economics is sometime referred to as a Science capable of producing “objective” truths.\textsuperscript{47} Like its name suggests, neoclassical economic appeals to the

\begin{quote}
\textsuperscript{44} \textit{The Queen in Right of British Columbia v. Tener et al.}, 1985 17 D.L.R. (4th) 1 (S.C.C.) \textit{Manitoba Fisheries Ltd. v. Canada}, 1979 1 SCR 101.
\end{quote}
legitimacy of Enlightenment “scientific” thoughts that are being promoted by the narrative. Neoclassical economists root their analysis in seemingly rationalist thoughts and, like Locke and Adam Smith, postulate that individuals are rational, concerned by their private property and mainly driven by self-interest and satisfying material needs. As such, when neoclassical economists define “rationality” as trying to act in his self-interest which is, in turn, understood as maximizing his material wealth, it isn't necessary for them to justify why acting as such should be considered “rational”. This is an assumption that is often taken for granted, possibly because it echoes Enlightenment thoughts that were legitimated by the narrative. What the narrative fails to mention however, is that other philosophers that claimed to base their theory upon “reason” arrived at radically different conclusions. For example, Jeremy Bentham held that “the interests of all should be treated equally”, meaning that a rational individual must not consider his self-interest as being more important than those of others.

Neoclassical economic studies that still use the “rational man” as a model cannot be considered “scientific” for they do not follow one of the very first step of the scientific method: observation. Statistics, empirical data, and observations are continuously showing us that human self-interest isn't simply rooted in maximizing material wealth. Before going further one must understand the limitation of the data that will be shown. One cannot simply look at those statistical correlations and infer causation from them. However, absence of correlations also hints at an absence of causation, which is all that needs to be proven here. Statistical data shows a correlation between higher income and emotional well-being in the United States, but this correlation stops after the recipient received an annual salary of $75 000. Similarly, empirical


49 Ibid.

50 *Legacy, supra* note 7 at 146.


52 Samantha Besson et al., *The Philosophy of International Law* (UK: Oxford University Press 2010) at 480. [Besson]

53 *Supra* note 16.

data suggests that in most countries people reported longer and more sustained feelings of happiness if they were giving a certain amount of money than if they were using it for themselves and that people who took time to deliberate whether or not buying furniture was a “rational” thing to do tended to be less satisfied than others. Empirical observations are thus showing us that trying to maximize our material wealth at all cost may not be the most “rational” thing to do after all.

D. Modern influences of the “Homo economicus”

The belief that North American “ economical sciences” are “ scientific” or “ objective” is dangerous because it imbues them with a “ transcendent” position that cannot be influenced by politics, evidence or by the world itself." Yet, as demonstrated, mainstream economics can hardly be considered as an “ objective” science. Its authority, for authors such as Pahuja is closer to that of a religion since it is:

a particular system of faith or belief which adherents consider themselves obliged to follow and which they regard with reverence. Such a system may be said to rest upon faith in that “the foundations of the discipline are not self-evident, entirely based on fixed rational or empirical foundations, or proven by analysis or theorem [but are instead] rooted in unexamined presuppositions that are more like faith commitments than [...] “pure” scientific hypotheses, and [which] are often obscure to and obscured by the advocates of the field itself

The handling of social and economic rights by legal academics reflects the “ transcendent” position of economics within our social and legal order. Indeed, the credibility of those rights are often being questioned by the assumption that they are “ positive” rights meaning that they require the government to do something while civil and political rights are “ negative” rights meaning that they require the government to refrain from doing something. Yet, civil and political rights ask governments to take positive actions in order to: finance elections (right to vote), finance legal aid

57 Pahuja, supra note 5 at 74-75.
58 Ibid at 70, citing the Oxford English Dictionary definition of religion.
59 Paul O’Connell, supra note 6.
(right to a fair trial), protect its citizens (right to life, liberty and personal security), and create a functioning judicial system to hear any complaints and protect individual and private rights. Socio-economic rights also create negative obligations as recognized by the Constitutional court of South Africa. For example, the government must refrain from adopting policies that would result in depriving people of their basic needs or interfere with their ability to do so. In short, it is the “transcendent” and “objective” position of economics that create the illusion that civil and political rights are negative and economic and social rights, positive. Those rights are only strictly “positives” so long as we believe that “free-market” economics isn’t the product of political and legal fictions, that, legal institutions merely recognized (and not created) private ownership. The following quote of Nobel Prize economist Hayek summarizes this view: “a spontaneously working market [...] creates a distribution which nobody has designed, and something which has not been designed, a mere state of affairs as such, cannot be just or unjust”. Yet, this view fails to understand that, at the very least, a “working market” needs an efficient judicial system and thus governmental funding and intervention that can enforce contractual and private law between economic actors. Civil and political rights are only strictly “negative” if private ownership is seen as the “natural” form of economic organisation, one that “transcends” moral and political biases because it precluded social organisation and human societies. This comes from a Lockean presupposition that, as stated earlier, isn’t supported by archaeological and anthropological evidence.

Yet, the main problem with the myth of the “rational man” and the above mentioned presuppositions are their role in the creation of identity in a Foucauldian sense. Indeed, political theories resting upon this postulate have “pervasive effects on ways of thought to the point where it has become incorporated into the common-sense way many of us interpret, live in, and understand the world”. By defining “rationality” as trying to maximize our individual self-interests defined purely as material wealth, these myths and presuppositions are also stating that not seeking our material self-interest is a product of irrational thoughts.

60 In Re: Certification of the Constitution of the Republic of South Africa, 1996 (4) SA 744 (CC), at para 78.
61 Ibid.
63 Foucault, supra note 47.
64 Ibid.
65 David Harvey, A Brief History of Neoliberalism (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2007) at 3.
Some people may use it not only to judge and guide their own choices but also to judge others. Economists like Scott Beaulier and Bryan Caplan analysed different data showing that “poor” people are more likely to exhibit heavy alcohol use, are more likely to be obese, are more likely to smoke and use illegal drugs and tend to score less than richer individuals on IQ tests.\(^{66}\)

From this they concluded that because “deviations of the poor from the standard neoclassical model are especially pronounced”\(^{67}\) that must mean that poor people are poor because they are irrational:

> Since the poor are below-average on most of the standard measures of ability including education and intelligence—we should expect their self-serving bias to be especially severe. Other research bears out this prediction. McClendon and Wigfield (1998) for example finds that in the face of poor objective performance, underachieving black children remain convinced that they are good in both math and science.

Instead, the primary determinants of success are parental characteristics and attitudes, such as honesty, diligence, and reliability — the very attitudes Banfield maintains that the poor are lacking. Finally, Glaeser (2006) suggests a third explanation for why the poor deviate more: The rich have more motivation and resources to make themselves rational”.\(^{68}\)

Scott Beaulier and Bryan Caplan’s analyses are a good example of how the myth of the “rational man” shapes identity. Unwilling to fully let go of their preconceived notion that economics is made of “rational actors”, they decided, when confronted with contradictory empirical data, to just slightly modify their worldviews and to now holds that while it isn’t true that all men are rational those who are - can prosper. In other words, it’s not the theory that is wrong it is the fact that the poor don’t follow it: “Why would the poor be more prone to violate neoclassical assumptions? Perhaps the simplest mechanism is general intelligence. The average IQ of the poor is well below normal...”\(^{69}\)

Of course, their analysis is questionable to say the least. As stated earlier, correlation does not equal causation. Their study ignored other data or hypotheses, such as the many psychological burdens that are created by the state of poverty\(^{70}\) which seems more likely to


\(^{67}\) Ibid at 494.

\(^{68}\) Ibid at 498-499.

\(^{69}\) Ibid at 496.

explain the link between poverty and the perceived lack of rationality by aforementioned economists. As the neuropsychologist Eldar Shafir, who also studied the subject, puts it: “All the data shows it isn't about poor people, it’s about people who happen to be in poverty. All the data suggests it is not the person, it's the context they're inhabiting.”

From an ecological perspective, to define rationality as "maximizing individual material self-interests" is dangerous because it prevents us to sacrifice short terms wealth in favor of futures generations gain. Even if you do not believe in these theories, the fear of being considered “irrational” for not promoting unhindered economic growth might be enough to guide your political and economic decisions. To sacrifice your own wealth, your own self-interest, for the sake of another is irrational and only irrational people (who, ironically, happens to be scientists) would pronounce such opinions. Yet, according to a World Bank macroeconomic report “going green” would lead to millions of lives saved in the near future while not tackling environmental issues will lead to great political and economic instability. However, tackling environmental issues would require us to take measures that could slow down economic growth in the short term. If it is clear in the view of this report that from a “greater good” perspective the “rational” choice seems to demand immediate action, the economic “rational man” however would be unwilling to sacrifice his wealth in order to secure a brighter future for the next generations.

In the end, the way the neo-liberal narrative understands Science and rationality participates in the legitimation of theories and worldviews that are problematic from an environmental perspective. Yet, as Latour explains, our modern biased view of Science is simply replacing religion as the necessary neutral arbiter of political life for it is, seemingly, a tool which is able to create a “réservoir de lois non-humaines, indiscutables, non fabriquées de main d'homme, afin de pouvoir disposer en permanence d'une réserve pour faire taire les passions humaines, mettre de l'ordre dans l'irrationalité tumultueuse du corps politique.” Indeed, it would seems

that, in reality, we still haven't escaped the “ignorance” of the Middle Age and, like our ancestors, we still seeks: "answers that would fit preconceived notions about the universe".74

Part II: Linear Storytelling and Teleological Assumptions

Another problem of the “neo-liberal narrative” is its teleological assumption of History. The narrative presents “History” in a linear perspective which starts from the presumption that we are presently living in a “Golden Age”. In other words, the “narrative” does not really invites us to understand the ways of life of our ancestors. It invites us to look at History in order to judge how terrible life was in our past and how we were able to free ourselves from subsistence-based communities and progressed into the comfortable Industrialist Mass Consumption societies of today.75

A. Escaping a dramatic past

The narrative explains that we were able to free ourselves from the boundaries of the past thanks to industrialization and economic development hereby conferring them inherent value.76 The neo-liberal narrative presents two “dark ages” from which civilization was able to escape: the Paleolithic, where man life was continuously threaten by nature and the Middle Ages where most people lived in abject poverty and under the rule of tyrannical lords.77 The narrative explains that mankind was able to liberate itself from the obscurantism of the Middle Ages and reconnect itself with the wisdom of the Greek and Roman during the Renaissance.78 From this point forth, living conditions will tend to improve since humans will enjoy increase economic and political freedoms thanks to the visionary thoughts of Enlighten rulers and thinkers.79 In reality, History did not follow such a simplistic trend partly because the aforementioned “dark ages” weren't as terrible as presented by the narrative.

74 Legacy, supra note 7 at 71.
75 Legacy, supra note 7 at 212.
76 Latour, supra note 3 at 106.
77 World History, supra note 8 chapter 13-14.
78 Legacy, supra note 7 at 71-132. and World History, supra note 8 chapter 17 and 22.
79 Ibid.
The Paleolithic era is presented as something akin to Hobbes view of the State of Nature where life was “short, nasty and brutish”. *Homo sapiens*, the Neanderthals and their ancestors were continuously at the mercy of Nature. For example, the narrative states that they had to face harsh winters during a difficult “Ice age” and spent “most of their time just surviving”. Then everything changed about 10 000 years ago when some women may have “scattered seeds near a regular campsite. When they returned the next season, they may have found new crops growing”. One of the most important inventions, agriculture, was thus discovered. It offered human beings an “attractive alternative” to hunting and gathering since it provided a “steady source of food” that, in time permits the creation of “Civilizations”.

In reality, agriculture wasn’t such an "attractive" option. Archeological findings suggests that “Human height actually shrunk by nearly six inches after the first adoption of crops in the Near East” a situation that seems to be related to protein deficiency that resulted from the lack of meat in their diet. Agriculture also favored epidemics outbreaks. Indeed, agriculture favored more sedentary lifestyles which in turn, lead to closer contacts between peoples and between peoples and their domesticated animals. This permitted germs that originally only infected animals to mutate into deadly human diseases such as smallpox, flu, tuberculosis, malaria, the bubonic plague, measles and cholera. As such, archeologists have demonstrated that the first farmers “died on the average at a younger age than the hunter-gatherers”. Some estimates also show that the median lifespan of humans in the High Paleolithic were higher than the median lifespan between 1400 and 1800 and higher than the average lifespan of a Swede in 1800 (Sweden was one of the first countries to keep efficient extensive records of births and deaths). Finally, “time

---
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budget studies show that [modern day non-First World peasant farmers] may spend more rather
than fewer hours per day at work than hunter-gatherers do."92 Far from being simply the result of
a “rational” choice, some historians such as Mark Cohen believe that agricultural lifestyles were
adopted because of necessity created by dryer climate in some parts of the globe and a rising
human population that left natural resources unable to renew themselves quickly enough for
everyone to survive.93

The “Middle Ages” constitutes the second “Dark Age” told by the neo-liberal narrative. The
very name “Middle Ages”, an era followed by the “Renaissance” (French for “revival”) and the
“Enlightenment”, underlines the idea that it was a dark stagnant age. The neo-liberal narrative
explains that peasants were only able to produce enough for sustenance and that serfdom was a
terrible institution that affected the majority of the population:

“In Europe in the Middle Ages, the vast majority of people were peasants. Most
peasants were serfs. Serfs were people who could not lawfully leave the place where
they were born. Though bound to the land, serfs were not slaves. Their lords could
not sell or buy them. But what their labor produced belonged to the lord.”94

The narrative explains that serfs lead a hard life, one that was defined mainly by work: “For most
serfs, both men and women, life was work and more work”.95 In reality however, life expectancy at
birth was actually higher in the Middle Ages (31 years96) than in Roman Antiquity (20-35 years97
or 25 years98) and only slightly lower to the average lifespan of some European countries such as
Sweden in 1800.99 GDP per capita estimates don’t show much differences between Roman
Antiquity (First century: 1 000 $) and Medieval/Early Renaissance eras (11th century: 900$ to
16th century: 1 350$)100. Finally, 13th and 14th century peasants were, on average, working less

92 Diamond, supra note 31 at 105.
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100 Paolo Malanima and Elio Lo Cascio, "GDP in Pre-Modern Agrarian Economies (1-1820 AD) A revision of the
Estimates", 2009 Rivista di storia economic at 18, table 8, online:
hours per years than UK or North American modern day workers\textsuperscript{101} mostly because of Church-sanctioned holidays.

The neo-liberal narrative is also overstating the oppressive nature of medieval political system especially in comparison to following eras. Indeed, the fact that “most peasants were serfs”\textsuperscript{102} is contested: “even in England, where servility assumed much greater significance, free peasants made up fully 50 to 60 percent of the rural population during the High Middle Ages”\textsuperscript{103} and “serfdom was never a universal condition of the West European peasantry. It was insignificant in Scandinavia and most of the Iberian Peninsula (Catalonia being the main exception).”\textsuperscript{104} It also didn't disappear after the end of the Middle Ages. France only formally abolished serfdom in 1789 and serfdom was only formally institutionalized in some Eastern Europe countries after the Middle Ages:

“Serfdom tended to be introduced in Eastern Europe by governmental decrees forbidding peasants from leaving the jurisdiction or territory of their landlords, rather than spreading piecemeal as a result of the policies of individual overlords (as in the west). Decrees of this sort were first passed in Bohemia (1487) and Poland (1496), and thereafter in Hungary (1514), Prussia (1526), Brandenburg (1528), upper Austria (1539), Pomerania (1616 and 1645), Russia (1649), and Mecklenburg (1654).”\textsuperscript{105}

Most Eastern European powers formally abolished serfdom as late as the 19th century: Prussia (1807), Austria (1848), Hungary (1853), Russia (1861) and Romania (1864)\textsuperscript{106}.

Moreover, while serfdom was brutal, it wasn't as tragic as slavery, an institution that was be mainly used during Antiquity, the Renaissance and Enlightenment eras. Serfs still held rights against their Lords, couldn't see themselves or their children sold to new “owners” and it was possible for some of them to buy “back” their freedom.\textsuperscript{107} Finally, serf’s material conditions weren't
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necessarily worse than those of “free peasants” [...] “as the legal encumbrances of servility were often counterbalanced by the greater size of servile, as opposed to free, landholdings.”

In comparison, the Renaissance and Enlightenment eras saw institutionalized slavery mostly for peoples of Native American and African dissents. Moreover, European kingdoms imposed economic, political and military oppression on foreign people in order to colonize or control their lands. Women’s conditions, far from enviable during the Middle Ages, did not really improve during these periods. Yet, the neo-liberal narrative, while acknowledging the harshness of slaves life and the evils brought upon Native populations during colonization, mostly present those eras in positive terms underlining the important contributions of “enlightened” liberal thinkers in the political sphere. By mentioning feminine figures such as Mary Wollstonecraft and Catherine the Great of Russia, the narrative can also give the false impression that women's conditions improved. The reality is, unless if you were a relatively rich white man of European descent, European "progress" wasn't very much of a blessing to you and much more of a curse. As such, your ancestors lives in the Middle Ages were, arguably, far more enviable.

By dramatizing and simplifying the past, the narrative validates the idea that “human civilization" follows “stages of development" where the inferior stage is one where human bands live as nomadic hunter-gatherers. Yet, it also tells us that humans will evolve one day, into our contemporary “superior stage" of “High Mass Consumption". As theorized by Rostow, human civilization followed five stages of economic growth starting from the "Traditional society" where men where living at a subsistence level (pre-Renaissance eras). Civilization will then adopt more rationalists and “scientific” worldviews (stage 2-3) which permits industrialization (stage 4) and, finally, the masses will benefit from this industrialization in the age of “High Mass Consumption”
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(stage 5). Only by representing the first stages as utterly horrible could we accept that civilization was “right” and “willing” to “evolve”, an assumption which has implications that still affect our judicial system.

B. Modern influences of this dramatized past

These simplistic and dramatized visions of our past found resonance within our North American juridical system. For example, the trial judge in Delgamuuk characterized Native American history before the arrival of the Europeans as “pre-historic” probably because it was bearing resemblance with “our” own stage of “pre-historic” lifestyles of hunter-gatherers that had not yet “discovered” written language. As stated earlier, his view of pre-historic life was the simplistic one of the narrative which held that they were living “short, nasty and brutish” lives. Similarly, Baker Lake made the existence of an aboriginal “organized society” a prerequisite proof in order to claim an aboriginal right a requirement that has been reapplied by the Supreme Court. The Supreme Court also held that aboriginal peoples can only seek to protect (under section 35(1) of the Canadian 1982 Constitution) their rights and interests that existed prior to the arrival of Europeans in North America. The dissent in this decision rightly underlined the assumption behind this rule: that, “taking British sovereignty as the turning point in aboriginal culture assumes that everything that the natives did after that date was not sufficiently significant and fundamental to their culture and social organization”. It holds that the aboriginal culture can only be considered truly aboriginal only in so forth as it is frozen at its “inferior stage” of development. It also holds that the culture shock brought by the European civilizations that was at a “superior” stage of civilization was so brutal that their ways of life completely changed at the “magic moment of European contact”. Of course, this simplistic “stages of development” view also fails to see that the culture shock between First Nations and Europeans wasn't one-sided.
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The First Nations weren't the only ones being influenced by Europeans, they were influenced by the Firsts Nations too. For example, it is believed that the Founding Fathers of the United States used the Iroquois Confederacy as a model for their new government.122

C. Glorifying the Saviour

But the narrative doesn't content itself to dramatize our pre-Renaissance past. It also glorifies the very concept of “economic development” by its handling of the Industrial revolution. While the “neo-liberal narrative” is quite right to underlines the many benefits that came with the Industrial Revolution which brought, in the long term, a general reduction of poverty and a greater abundance of goods for all social strata, it continuously undercuts its many disadvantages and tends to exaggerate its benefits.

The neo-liberal narrative defines the standard of living of the poorest portion of the European economy as: “by today's standards, 1850s working conditions and urban environments were appalling, but extreme poverty and city squalor were no innovation of the Industrial Revolution”.123 It also mentioned that labourers were working hard but immediately states that “when the market was slow, they worked in a more leisurely pace”.124 Surprisingly, World History: Patterns of Interaction presents a far more accurate picture and mentions, for example that “in 1842, a British government study showed an average life span to be 17 years for working-class people in one large city, compared with 38 years in a nearby rural area.”125 However, like Legacy: the West and the World, the manual presents the “dark ages” in a dramatized fashion and does not offer any comparison points for this data which lead us to believe that it does not represent a dramatic fall in life expectancies, which it does.126

By dramatizing living conditions in the past, the narrative does not present an accurate picture of the work conditions in the Industrial Revolution. For example, it fails to mention how workers in the Industrial Revolution had to work considerably more hours for, at first, comparable
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material wealth to those they enjoyed before the Revolution.\textsuperscript{127} While it was true to state that peasants and serfs were working hard in the Middle Ages estimates show that they were working between 1440 hours and 2309 hours per year.\textsuperscript{128} In comparison, a worker in the United Kingdom industrial era was working, on average, 3105 - 3588 hours per year around 1840 A.D. and in the USA 3150 - 3650 hours per year around 1850 A.D.\textsuperscript{129} Moreover, workers, unlike medieval peasants, could not decide when to take leisure time nor choose their rhythm of work which were decided by the factory owners or supervisors. Finally, falling victim to industrial accidents and losing one’s job in periods of economic uncertainty were omnipresent fears of the factory worker that weren't shared by medieval peasants.

Faith in development also leads the narrative to present colonization as a “mixed blessing” for the colonial nations.\textsuperscript{130} Indeed, it holds that while it is true that European rule was brutal they still brought “progressive reforms” to their colonies such as railroads\textsuperscript{131}. In reality, the Industrial Revolution proved to be quite a negative experience for colonies. While it did bring technological innovations, those innovations where not used for the benefit of the masses.\textsuperscript{132} The Industrial Revolution also shattered many cultures\textsuperscript{133} and created economic disasters for colonies. European industrial centers were able to produce more than their non-industrialized colonies such as India. Incapable to compete with the British textile industry and being subject to British tariffs the Indian artisan industry collapsed so quickly that between 1780-1860 India went from being an exporter of manufactured goods to an importer of such goods and a supplier of raw materials.\textsuperscript{134} This contributed to famine and increased poverty.\textsuperscript{135}
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D. Modern implications - inherent value and blind faith

The glorification of the Industrial Revolution and the dramatization of our past by the neo-liberal narrative serves to present “economic development” as something that holds inherent value and no longer as a mean to reach other objectives that could be seen as having inherent value such as reduction of poverty or raising life expectancies. This reification is made possible not only by glorification and dramatization but also by presenting secular, democratic and liberal political thoughts (the development of first generations human rights) as “advancements” because they lead to industrialization. For example, by identifying the Industrial Revolution right at the beginning of the chapter of the Enlightenment period (17th century) Legacy underlines the fact that the main contribution of the Enlightenment isn’t its innovation in political thoughts but the fact that those innovations permitted the Industrial Revolution.\(^{136}\) This is consistent with Rostow view of “stages of civilizations” that presents “rationalism and secularism” as a simple precondition for industrialization (Stage 4).\(^{137}\)

The narrative also promotes the idea that holding inherent value within development is uncontestable because it is universal and free from any cultural bias. Indeed, the narrative's linear storytelling permits the defense of the position that: “everyone on the earth is part of a single, unified story of progress”\(^{138}\), a view that is, in reality, “based in nineteenth-century discourses of social evolutionism that licensed the idea that “primitive” people might represent earlier “stages” of a universal human history, and that historical time was, in the very nature of things, progressive.”\(^{139}\) After all, one of the manual identify himself as "World history" while it is mostly analysing strictly European and North American history.\(^{140}\)

The link between the liberal political thoughts and economic development, coupled with the dramatization of lives during the Paleolithic (presented as a difficult period because of our vulnerability to natural phenomenon) and the Middle Ages (presented as a difficult period because of its oppressive political system) permits the presentation of industrialization as a liberal enterprise. Where liberal political thoughts tried to shackle the limits imposed by Medieval
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European monarchies, the industrialization finally truly “freed” us from nature arbitrariness. As such, Latour presents us, moderns, as creature whose identity are defined by their very will to escape those two limits that have been identified by the narrative (Nature and Traditionalist political systems):

“Humans of the modernist breed might have ignored the questions by defining themselves as those who were always escaping from the bonds of the past, always attempting to pass beyond the impassable columns of Hercules. ‘Plus ultra’ has always been their proud motto.”

As such, to “juridicize” individual duties and not only rights, which was the project of the *American Right Declaration of Human Rights* and of political activists such as Gandhi is seen as dangerous because of the inherent limits it imposes on our rights even when those limits are actually trying to protect other people human rights. Critics use our medieval past as the only illustration of a legal order based upon duties explaining that this was the very concept at the center of feudalism. Some of them explain that to “juridicize” duties could only be considered a regression since it is too evocative of a past that our ancestors worked so hard to flee from, a logical fallacy that rest upon a false understanding of our past.

Finally, to adopt policies that would slow economic growth would go against what is considered “common sense”. Bill Clinton understood that fact by adopting his "The economy, stupid!" campaign slogan in 1992. This trend can also be seen in our political and juridical institutions. For example, the Supreme Court of Canada is unwilling to defend aboriginal rights guaranteed by the Constitution if it means impeding economic growth. Similarly, the generational theory of human rights that hold that the first generation (civil and political) of human rights must be respected as a pre-condition for the respect of the two others follows this linear pattern.
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view of History that can be divided in “stages”.\textsuperscript{148} This would mean that enforcement of first generation rights must be privileged over the others such as rights to a safe environment (3rd generation).\textsuperscript{149} Finally, our governments are unwilling to take on any substantive international obligations under the pretense that other countries whose citizens are, on average, polluting far less \textit{per capita} than us are unwilling to take on similar obligations.\textsuperscript{150}

In conclusion, by imbuing inherent value to “economic growth” and by presenting History in a linear perspective where civilizations traverse “stages” of development, the narrative presents “economic growth” as the very teleological goal of human history. Development has become, to paraphrase a 1961 taxation lawyer, an “immutable principle that rises majestically above partisan preferences.”\textsuperscript{151} It is easy to see how this impedes environmental initiatives. Ecological and environmental issues, which do not have any “inherent value” according to the narrative, are continuously being put behind the “economy” by voters on the political scene. While the population generally recognizes the dangers of climate change and wants the government to act in favor of the environment, it refrains from supporting any risks that might impede, even only on the short term, economic growth.

\section*{Part III. Solution and Propositions}

This paper tried to underline the importance of education, especially history education, in the way we see the world. As stated at the beginning of this paper, our worldviews are the very thing that seems to prohibit us from fully acting in accordance with the “environmental problem”. Even those who are, supposedly, the best informed and knowledgeable persons within our society, Supreme Court judges and university law professors, are influenced by the \textit{neo-liberal narrative}. The biggest issue in the environmental question is not what kind of political strategy or ethical approach must be favored.\textsuperscript{152} In a democracy, no environmental solution can be viably achieved without changing how most of us view the world. Without changing our worldviews, any
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real solutions will be either unpopular, not respected or, in the worst cases, seen as infringement on personal liberty and resisted by judicial bodies.

It is thus necessary to either destroy any historical narrative, as proposed by Karl Popper,\(^{153}\) or to create a new historical narrative that will shape next generations' worldview. This new narrative will have to be both more honest than the preceding one and better equipped to adapt in front of environmental challenges. It could be built upon the historical facts presented in this paper and should not try to legitimize unsustainable political views by qualifying them as “Scientific”. Similarly, the new narrative should try to redefine what is to be considered has progress and quality of life and to try to present those concepts as not being entirely dependent upon material prosperity. To do so the new narrative should not rely only upon estimations of mere economic standards such as GDP growth to give the impression that people’s quality of life are increasing. Those standards, if useful, offer limited information on well-being. If they are to be used, they need to be presented alongside other standards such as life expectancies, number of hours worked per day, wealth distribution among social classes, etc. Those, in turn, must see their own limitations criticized as they cannot account for non-quantifiable influences on well-being such as political freedom or even the psychological problems that can arise from repetitive work and lack of meaningful work which became a recurring reality of workers since the Industrial Revolution.\(^{154}\) Finally, this new narrative should refrain from adopting any linear view of history especially one that grants inherent value to economic growth and development. It is unnecessary, however, to try to present these concepts as inherently bad. They must and should be seen for what they are, simple means to other ends which can be quite positive: reduction of poverty, less starvations, development of modern medicine... Yet, “development” comes at some costs and these costs must be underlined.

Rewriting a historical narrative by following those steps might help us to adapt to environmental change by creating a social imaginary (in the sociological sense\(^{155}\)) which would, in turn, shape our political and economic decisions. This paradigm shift is necessary to be able to


\(^{154}\) Literature is a good medium for such non quantitative points. Bartleby, the Scrivener, a 1853 short story wrote by Herman Melville illustrates well the feeling of meaningless that struck some of the workers of the period.

stop denying what needs to be done in order to safeguard our next generations’ quality of life. The short term sacrifices being asked are not that great in comparison to the cost of inaction. Indeed, stabilizing greenhouse gases emissions could create, in the worst case scenario “a reduction of average annual GDP growth rates of less than 0.12%”\(^{156}\) while not acting would lead to millions of deaths attributable to climate change and atmospheric pollution, slower economic growth\(^{157}\) and could create droughts and famines.\(^{158}\)

## Conclusion

In short, our account of history is reproducing what our own western media and intellectuals were criticizing about Marxists account of history: a biased use of “Science” and a naive trust in a “March of History”.\(^{159}\) As it has been demonstrated, the *neo-liberal narrative* myths have far-reaching implications within our societies, implications that influence what we hold as rights and as undeniable truths. While those views are not restricted to North America, North American societies seem to be especially resistant to environmental policies and regulations in comparison to other Western societies. North Americans tend to show more skepticism toward environmental change, deniers of human-induced climate change are more numerous and certain in their opinions\(^{160}\) and Americans and Canadians contribute more, per capita, to human-induced climate change than most other industrialized countries populations\(^{161}\). Yet, this paper has taken the stance to not directly ask us to try to lower their own individual ecological footprint. If the sheer amount of data and information about the subject has not convinced us to do so yet, there is little chance that a new paper listing those facts will be of any help. This paper has rather tried to identify one of the many factors that prevent us from tackling these challenges. In the end,

---


it only asks us two things: first, to question our own worldview and, second, to make sure futures generations do not see the world like we do. We need them to reevaluate our assessments of the problem and perhaps realize that the sacrifices that are being asked of us are not that terrifying. In short, if we do not succeed, we need to make sure that, at the very least, we would at least create a path for future generations to not repeat our mistakes.
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